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Abstract

Optical space-based lightning sensors including NOAA’s Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) detect lightning though its

transient illumination of the surrounding clouds. What space-based optical lightning sensors measure is influenced by the

physical attributes of the light source, the location of the source within the cloud scene, and the spatial variations in cloud

composition. We focus on the lightning channels that serve as optical sources for GLM groups and flashes in this first part of

our thundercloud illumination study. We match Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) sources with GLM groups and flashes during

two thunderstorms to examine channel segments that are active during optical emission. We find that in each storm, the LMA

sources matched with LMA groups are small (median: 2-3 km) compared to GLM pixels (nominal: 8 km), and preferentially

come from high altitudes in the cloud (>8-10 km). The detection advantage for high-altitude sources permits GLM to resolve

faint optical pulses near the cloud top that might be missed from lower altitudes. However, the most energetic groups can be

detected from all altitudes, and the largest groups largely originate at low altitudes. The relationship between group brightness

and illuminated area depends on flash development within the cloud medium, and flash development into different cloud regions

can be identified by tracking GLM metrics of cloud illumination over time.
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Key Points: 18 

• GLM measurements of thundercloud illumination are compared with LMA 19 
measurements of flash structure and ENGLN stroke detections 20 

• The GLM detection advantage for high-altitude sources is quantified, and shown to vary 21 
with group area and energy 22 

• Group maximum separation is a better approximation of LMA flash extent than event-23 
based size metrics, but it is limited by GLM sensitivity 24 
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Abstract 27 

 28 

Optical space-based lightning sensors including NOAA’s Geostationary Lightning 29 

Mapper (GLM) detect lightning though its transient illumination of the surrounding clouds. What 30 

space-based optical lightning sensors measure is influenced by the physical attributes of the light 31 

source, the location of the source within the cloud scene, and the spatial variations in cloud 32 

composition. We focus on the lightning channels that serve as optical sources for GLM groups 33 

and flashes in this first part of our thundercloud illumination study. We match Lightning 34 

Mapping Array (LMA) sources with GLM groups and flashes during two thunderstorms to 35 

examine channel segments that are active during optical emission. We find that in each storm, 36 

the LMA sources matched with LMA groups are small (median: 2-3 km) compared to GLM 37 

pixels (nominal: 8 km), and preferentially come from high altitudes in the cloud (>8-10 km). The 38 

detection advantage for high-altitude sources permits GLM to resolve faint optical pulses near 39 

the cloud top that might be missed from lower altitudes. However, the most energetic groups can 40 

be detected from all altitudes, and the largest groups largely originate at low altitudes. The 41 

relationship between group brightness and illuminated area depends on flash development within 42 

the cloud medium, and flash development into different cloud regions can be identified by 43 

tracking GLM metrics of cloud illumination over time. 44 

 45 

  46 
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Plain Language Summary 47 

 48 

Lightning flashes are detected from space by monitoring cloud-top brightness for rapid 49 

changes due to illumination from lightning. The amount of lightning that instruments like the 50 

Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) can detect depends on how the clouds are illuminated 51 

by lightning. Small, dim flashes are difficult to detect because they only faintly illuminate the 52 

surrounding clouds. However, even bright sources below particularly-thick clouds might not 53 

cause enough illumination to trigger the sensor. This study begins a comprehensive analysis of 54 

the thundercloud illumination that is measured by GLM, impacts on instrument performance, and 55 

the opportunities it presents for charactering flashes and their environments in new and unique 56 

ways. 57 

 58 

  59 
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1 Introduction 60 

 61 

 Lightning flashes are comprised of vast networks of hot ionized plasma channels (da 62 

Silva et al., 2019) that extend over tens or even hundreds of kilometers (Lang et al., 2017; 63 

Peterson et al., 2017a; Lyons et al., 2020; Peterson, 2019). Electrical currents traversing the 64 

various branches of the lightning ”tree” cause intense heating along the channels, leading to the 65 

atmospheric constituent gasses undergoing dissociation, excitation, and recombination (as 66 

summarized in Christian et al., 2000). This process results in particularly-strong emissions at the 67 

atomic lines for the atmospheric gasses, which space-based optical lightning detectors including 68 

the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS: Christian et al., 2000; Blakeslee et al., 2020) and 69 

Geostationary Lightning mapper (GLM: Goodman et al., 2013; Rudlosky et al,. 2019) leverage 70 

to measure total lightning (Cloud-to-Ground lightning and Intracloud lightning) during all hours 71 

of the day and night. 72 

Instruments based on the LIS / GLM design measure the brightness of the scene below 73 

the spacecraft within a narrow spectral band surrounding the Oxygen emission line triplet at 74 

777.4 nm at a high frame rate (nominally 500 Frames per Second). The instruments detect rapid 75 

increases in brightness at any point across their Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) imaging arrays 76 

caused by lightning illuminating the surrounding clouds. This approach yields high overall 77 

detection efficiencies at the flash level (69-88% for LIS: Cecil et al., 2014 derived from 78 

Boccippio et al., 2002; up to 90% for GLM: Bateman et al., 2020) relative to detailed ground-79 

based measurements, while the pixelated imaging array enables coarse (kilometer-scale 80 

resolution) two-dimensional mapping of the development of the lightning tree (Peterson et al., 81 

2018) for flashes within the instrument Field of View (FOV). 82 
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For sensors in geostationary orbit such as GLM, lightning can be mapped over most of 83 

the near-facing hemisphere (Peterson, 2019). This is important for documenting flash 84 

development in remote regions where other lightning measurements are sparse (i.e., over the 85 

open ocean, or deep within the Amazon rainforest), and for extending regional observations 86 

beyond their traditional ranges  (i.e., mapping distant portions of flashes observed by Lightning 87 

Mapping Arrays: LMAs, Rison et al,. 1999). As flash structure is intimately linked to the 88 

organization and kinematics of the parent thunderstorm (Bruning and MacGorman, 2013), 89 

observing how flashes evolve can provide key insights into convective processes and their 90 

associated hazards (for example, Fierro et al., 2016; Peterson et al., 2020a,b; Thiel et al., 2020). 91 

Space-based lightning imagers detect the illumination of the thunderclouds rather than 92 

the lightning channels, directly. This indirect measurement of the illuminated lightning channels 93 

raises some serious issues for detection. What lightning can be detected and at what level of 94 

detail are both determined by the optical characteristics of the clouds and how they are 95 

illuminated by the lightning in question. Optical lightning emissions interact with the 96 

surrounding cloud medium through absorption and scattering (Thomson and Krider, 1984), 97 

which disperse and attenuate the optical signals. For the simplest case of an optical point source 98 

embedded in a homogeneous slab cloud, the total optical energy from the event will be spread 99 

radially (Light et al., 2001a; Peterson, 2020a) and the optical waveform will be broadened 100 

temporally (Koshak et al., 1994; Suszcynsky et al., 2000; Light et al., 2001b) according to the 101 

paths taken by the scattered photons. The far edges of the spatial and temporal energy 102 

distributions will also be eroded by increased absorption at longer path lengths from additional 103 

particle interactions. 104 

 Under idealized circumstances, the effect of  radiative transfer within the cloud on 105 
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instrument DE is straight-forward. Increasing the optical thickness of the cloud amplifies these 106 

effects until the cloud reaches a point where the optical signals that escape the cloud-top fall 107 

below the instrument threshold for detection. Thus, the DE is reduced. The lightning and cloud 108 

scenes found in nature, however, are often far more complicated: 109 

(1) The ionized lightning channels that generate the optical lightning emissions have variable 110 

geometries. The horizontal extent of the illuminated lightning channels and their vertical 111 

altitudes are not consistent between flashes – or even at different times within the same 112 

flash.  113 

(2) Spatial variations in cloud composition cause the optical emissions to preferentially 114 

transmit through certain cloud regions compared to others. An extreme case of this is 115 

when “holes” occur in LIS or GLM groups where the clouds surrounding a particularly 116 

opaque cloud region are simultaneously illuminated while the central region remains dark 117 

(Peterson, 2020b). This occurs in both tall convection and with overhanging anvil clouds 118 

that are presumably illuminated from below.  119 

(3) If the optical emissions encounter a cloud boundary, they can access neighboring clouds 120 

and take a “shortcut” path to the satellite compared to transmitting through the full optical 121 

depth of cloud above the source (Peterson, 2020a). This causes particularly-radiant pulses 122 

to simultaneously illuminate exceptional cloud areas (up to 10,000 km2) that extend far 123 

beyond the electrically-active thunderstorm core (Suszcynsky et al., 2001; Peterson et al., 124 

2017a). All cases of “warm lightning” that have been found in the LIS dataset so far 125 

(Peterson et al., 2017a) are from a combination of (2) and (3). In these cases, LIS only 126 

detects the illumination of nearby warm clouds and not illumination within the optically 127 

thick storm core. 128 
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All these factors affect not just the DE of instruments like LIS and GLM, but also degrade their 129 

Location Accuracy (LA) and introduce substantial biases into the gridded products generated 130 

from the flash cluster data that describe flash and group characteristics across the storm (Bruning 131 

et al., 2019). 132 

Considering how thunderclouds are illuminated by lightning is necessary to ensure proper 133 

interpretations of space-based observations from lightning imagers (for example, recognizing 134 

when their limitations are hampering detection). These indirect lightning measurements can also 135 

be leveraged for novel applications that provide additional information about lightning and the 136 

surrounding storm clouds that are not possible with direct lightning measurements - including 137 

those from Radio-Frequency (RF) sensors. In this study, we will analyze the cloud illumination 138 

measured by GLM, examine the factors that determine what GLM can detect, and explore how 139 

this information can be used in a new application: estimating the altitudes of optical sources 140 

within the cloud. This study is organized into four parts, each with a specific focus, that will all 141 

use the same set of combined lightning observations from the GOES-16 GLM, an LMA, and the 142 

Earth Network Global Lightning Network (ENGLN). These data were collected from two 143 

different thunderstorms. The first was a Colombia thunderstorm near the GOES-16 satellite 144 

subpoint that had a normal charge structure and low GLM detection threshold. The second was 145 

an inverted-polarity thunderstorm over Colorado where most of the lightning activity occurred at 146 

low altitudes and signal loss from radiative transfer effects was further amplified by a high GLM 147 

detection threshold. GOES-16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI: Schmit et al., 2017) 148 

observations from these thunderstorm cases will also be considered.  149 

The focus here in Part 1 is on the altitudes and geometries of the lightning channels that 150 

serve as optical sources for cloud illumination. We will use combined optical and RF lightning 151 
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measurements to infer the sizes and altitudes of the optical sources responsible for GLM groups, 152 

and examine how GLM measurements respond to changes in source position and structure. 153 

Future work in Part 2 (Peterson et al., 2021b) will focus on the GLM instrument and examine 154 

how the GLM data products change under different detection thresholds. Part 3 (Peterson et al., 155 

2021c)  will then use GLM measurements of cloud illumination to develop a methodology for 156 

retrieving source altitude. Finally, Part 4 (Peterson et al., 2021d) will construct and evaluate 157 

volumetric meteorological and thundercloud imagery from the GLM data. 158 

 159 

2 Data and Methodology 160 

2.1 The GOES-16 Geostationary Lightning Mapper 161 

GLM is the first space-based lightning sensor operated on NOAA spacecraft, and the first 162 

lightning sensor to be placed in geostationary orbit. We use GLM data from the GOES-16 163 

satellite, which was launched in November 2016 and has been providing lightning data to the 164 

public from the GOES-East position since December 2017. The GOES-16 GLM FOV extends 165 

from the Pacific Ocean in the west to the coast of west Africa in the east, and between 54 degrees 166 

north and south latitude (Rudlosky et al., 2019). This includes the full width of the Americas 167 

landmass between Argentina and southern Canada. 168 

Cloud illumination is measured using pixel-level GLM event data that is captured during 169 

a 2-ms GLM integration frame. Event detection is not consistent across the GLM FOV, however, 170 

due mostly to the curvature of the Earth. While GLM pixels around the satellite subpoint (75.2º 171 

W, 0 º N) are measured from nadir, the pixels at the edge of the GLM FOV approach a side view 172 

of the thunderstorm. This causes a few issues for GLM performance. The first is that the area of 173 
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the Earth’s surface (or, more accurately, the surface of the ellipsoid chosen to correspond to 174 

cloud-top altitude) contained within each pixel increases with slant angle. GLM partially 175 

mitigates this effect by employing a variable-pitch focal plane that preserves a ~8 km pixel 176 

resolution over most of the CCD array (only increasing up to ~14 km at the edge of the FOV), 177 

but there are still local variations in pixel size that impact how source energy density translates to 178 

total pixel energy. These variations are minimized by examining thunderstorms near the satellite 179 

subpoint. 180 

The second issue is that the instrument threshold varies across the instrument FOV. 181 

Thresholds are generally lowest near the satellite subpoint and increase radially from there – but, 182 

as with pixel size, there are also local variations imposed by the instrument hardware. These 183 

variations are caused by the Real Time Event Processors (RTEPs) rather than the focal plane, 184 

and thus are aligned with the sub-arrays handled by each RTEP. Selecting cases near the satellite 185 

subpoint also provides the best thresholds to examine faint cloud illumination. 186 

The event data recorded by GLM is then processed by the Lightning Cluster Filter 187 

Algorithm (LCFA: Goodman et al., 2010) in the GLM ground system, which introduces 188 

additional issues that make it into the operational GLM data product that is distributed by 189 

NOAA. The primary role of the LCFA is to cluster contiguous simultaneous events on the GLM 190 

imaging array into “group” features that approximate optical pulses and then cluster groups into 191 

“flash” features that nominally describe complete and distinct lightning flashes. Filtering is also 192 

applied based on the event and clustered data to remove obvious artifacts. The LCFA is subject 193 

to strict latency requirements, however, that limit how much lightning can actually be clustered. 194 

To prevent latency issues, the LCFA introduces hard thresholds on how many events may 195 

comprise a group, how many groups may comprise a flash, and the maximum duration of a flash. 196 
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Once a group exceeds 101 events or a flash exceeds 101 groups or 3 s, it is terminated by the 197 

LCFA, and any subsequent activity will be clustered into a new and independent group or flash 198 

feature. Of course, lightning has no hard limits and the thresholds chosen by the LCFA are quite 199 

low – even compared the for previous LIS instrument (Peterson et al., 2017b). Therefore, a non-200 

negligible fraction of lightning becomes split into multiple pieces by the LCFA – including the 201 

largest and most exceptional flashes on Earth (Peterson et al., 2020c). In Peterson (2019), we 202 

document an approach to correct these LCFA issues and produce science-quality GLM data. We 203 

will use that dataset here, which is available at Peterson (2021a).  204 

In this study, we will compare cloud illumination in an ideal thunderstorm case with a 205 

problematic thunderstorm case. The selection criterion for an ideal case is simply proximity to 206 

the satellite subpoint. However, a problematic case should have as many unfavorable factors for 207 

GLM detection as possible including: (1) a high GLM threshold, (2) most of the lightning 208 

activity occurring near the cloud base, and (3) occurring in a region of the CCD array where 209 

there are substantial local variations in threshold and pixel size. Additional limitations on both 210 

cases are that they should occur close to the center of an LMA network where accurate VHF 211 

source information is available, and they should occur after the late 2018 GLM software updates 212 

(Koshak et al., 2018) that improved timing and geolocation accuracy. Two such cases are found: 213 

one within the domain of the Colombia LMA, and another within the domain of the Colorado 214 

LMA.  215 

2.2 The Colombia and Colorado Lightning Mapping Arrays 216 

2.2.1 The Colombia LMA 217 
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The closest LMA to the GLM satellite subpoint is the Colombia LMA (COLLMA: Lopez 218 

et al., 2016; Aranguren et al., 2018). Note that the Colombia LMA has been abbreviated as 219 

COLLMA as well as COLMA in the literature, but the later acronym conflicts with the Colorado 220 

LMA that is universally abbreviated COLMA – so we will exclusively use the COLLMA term to 221 

describe the Colombia LMA here. COLLMA was deployed to Colombia as ground support for 222 

the Atmospheric Space Interaction Monitor (ASIM: Neubert et al., 2019) on the International 223 

Space Station (ISS) and became the first LMA system to be installed in the inner tropics. The 224 

equatorial location of the system has allowed charge structures in the particularly-tall convective 225 

clouds that occur in Colombia to be resolved (Lopez et al., 2019), which are thought to be 226 

favorable for Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs: Split et al., 2010; Fabró et al., 2015) and 227 

Gigantic Jets (GJs: Chen et al., 2008; Boggs et al., 2019). 228 

The COLLMA was initially deployed in northern Colombia in 2015 surrounding the city 229 

of Santa Marta on the Caribbean coast as a 6-sensor network configured to have a 5-20 km 230 

baseline. Lightning data were collected in Santa Marta until 2018, when the network was 231 

redeployed Barrancabermeja in central Colombia, which sees greater overall lightning activity 232 

(Albrecht et al. 2016; Peterson et al., 2021a). 233 

We will use COLLMA data collected during this second deployment because it occurred 234 

after the late 2018 GLM software updates (Koshak et al., 2018). LMA data over a 1.7º longitude 235 

(74.5º W – 72.8º W) by 1º degree latitude (6.5 º N – 7.5º N) box within the LMA domain from 236 

01 November 2019 were provided by Lopez (2020, personal communication) for comparison 237 

with GLM. The LMA sources were clustered and quality controlled by Lopez (2020, personal 238 

communication) using the algorithms developed by van der Velde and Montanyà (2013). Noise 239 

sources are identified and removed according to source density in three-dimensional (3D) space-240 
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time boxes whose sides describe a horizontal distance (XY), a vertical distance (Z), and a time 241 

difference (T). The XY, Z, and T thresholds are derived empirically to represent “low,” 242 

“medium,” or “high” levels of noise suppression. The data provided were subject to the medium 243 

setting where two-or-fewer sources in boxes with sides of  XY=5 km, Z=1.5 km, and T=0.5 s are 244 

eliminated. 245 

2.2.2 The Colorado LMA 246 

The Colorado LMA (COLMA) is a nominal 15-station LMA network that has been 247 

operational in northern Colorado since 2012 (Rison et al., 2012). COLMA is a large LMA with 248 

stations spread across a 100 km distance and a nominal range of around 350 km. Each station is 249 

designed to be autonomous with power provided by solar panels and communications provided 250 

by cellular modems. Previously-analyzed COLMA data from multiple 2019 thunderstorms were 251 

provided by Cummins (2020, personal communication). Flashes were clustered using the XLMA 252 

software and quality control was performed subjectively using on an empirically-derived reduced 253 

chi-squared threshold. 254 

We only consider lightning sources near the center of the COLMA network in this study. 255 

Sources are selected from a latitude / longitude box that is 2º longitude (105.6º W – 103.6º W) by 256 

2º degree latitude (39.4 º N –41.4º N). This larger box than the COLLMA data provided from the 257 

Colombia thunderstorm case accommodates the larger thunderstorm features in the Colorado 258 

case while still capturing only the lightning activity that occurred near the center of the array. 259 

2.3 The Earth Networks Global Lightning Network 260 
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The Earth Networks Global Lightning Network (ENGLN) combines lightning 261 

observations from Earth Networks Total Lightning Network (ENTLN: Zhu et al., 2017) sensors 262 

with the World-Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN: Lay et al., 2004; Rodger et al., 263 

2006; Jacobson et al., 2006; Hutchins et al., 2012) to detect and geolocate Cloud-to-Ground (CG) 264 

strokes and intracloud discharges. ENGLN data from across the GLM field of view was provided 265 

by Earth Networks for the entirety of 2019. We only consider the CG data within the ENGLN 266 

dataset in this study since we have LMA observations available that map the in-cloud portions of 267 

each lightning flash.  268 

2.4 Matching LMA Sources and ENGLN Strokes with GLM Groups and Flashes 269 

The matching scheme in this study is based on the GLM/ENGLN approach used in 270 

Peterson and Lay (2020). We assume that all RF events that occur within the footprint of a GLM 271 

group are part of the active lightning channels that contributed to the optical energy recorded 272 

during the group. ENGLN strokes and LMA sources are interpreted as an RF analog to the 273 

optical GLM events, and we ingest them into the GLM clustering hierarchy accordingly. A GLM 274 

group might be assigned multiple RF events within its footprint, but RF events cannot have 275 

multiple parent groups. 276 

RF events are not perfect analogs to optical GLM events, and this leads to two important 277 

caveats with our matching scheme. The first is that GLM is not able to detect every active 278 

portion of the flash, and in some cases, this will cause RF events to occur beyond the GLM 279 

group footprint. In Peterson and Lay (2020), we accounted for this possibility by allowing 280 

ENGLN events to match GLM groups if they occurred within a specified distance threshold from 281 
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the GLM group footprint. A few thresholds were tried, and 10 km was ultimately selected. We 282 

will use the same 10-km threshold in this study. 283 

The second caveat is that the RF events might not occur at the same time as the optical 284 

illumination. This is expected to be a greater issue with LMA events compared to ENGLN 285 

strokes because VHF emissions largely cease once the active channel becomes conductive, while 286 

optical emissions are sustained as long as current continues to flow in the channel. Thus, the 287 

LMA data coincident with a GLM group might not describe the full extent of the illuminated 288 

channel that generated the group. To address this possibility, we also impose a generous time 289 

threshold on the GLM/RF matches. RF events are assigned to the overall most-energetic GLM 290 

group that occurs within 10 ms of the RF event – not the group that is closest in time. This 291 

ensures that the RF events capture the peak of the light curve from whatever process (stroke, K-292 

change, etc.) is causing the channel illumination. 293 

Only the GLM groups and flashes that are entirely within the LMA data domain 294 

boundaries are considered for matching. Flashes that straddle the boundaries or occur outside of 295 

the LMA domain will be shown in Section 3.1 to describe the broader thunderstorm, but are 296 

otherwise not included in the results comparing the GLM and LMA aspects of the lightning 297 

detected during these storms.  298 

3 Results  299 

 The following sections describe the joint GLM / LMA behavior of lightning during 300 

thunderstorms in Colombia and Colorado. The overall history of these storms will be 301 

summarized in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 compares the LMA and GLM extents of matched flashes. 302 

Section 3.3 analyzes the altitude distributions of LMA sources in matched cases. Finally, Section 303 
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3.4 examines how the illumination of the surrounding clouds changes as flashes propagate 304 

through the cloud medium. 305 

3.1 Lightning Measurements from Thunderstorms in Colombia and Colorado 306 

3.1.1 The Colombia Thunderstorm Case 307 

The Colombia thunderstorm is in an advantageous location for GLM detection near the 308 

GOES-16 satellite subpoint, but it is also an ideal case to examine because all stages of the 309 

convective life cycle are sampled, resulting in a diverse collection of flash types within the 310 

combined LMA and GLM domain. Figure 1 shows the history of the storm. Figure 1a-h show the 311 

ABI Channel 14 (11.2 µm) infrared brightness temperatures of the clouds across the mapped 312 

region from 01:30 UTC to 12:00 UTC and the GLM-derived horizontal structure of each flash 313 

(black line segments). Figure 1i sorts the GLM data by time and then overlays the GLM 314 

measurements from all flashes produced by the Colombia thunderstorm to show the latest time 315 

when lightning activity was detected at each point on the map.  316 

The thunderstorm moved over the LMA domain from south to north, and the boxed 317 

region captures the full longitudinal width of lightning activity from the storm as it passed 318 

though. The first lightning within the LMA box occurred between 02:00 UTC and 04:00 UTC 319 

when two small convective features crossed into the box (Figure 1b). Timeseries are shown in 320 

Figure 2 of GLM, LMA, and ENGLN lightning rates (Figure 2a), LMA altitude distributions 321 

(Figure 2b), and LMA (Figure 2c) and GLM (Figure 2d) extent distributions. The GLM flash 322 

rate during this period approached 2 flashes per minute with 1 ENGLN -CG every 2.5 minutes 323 

and 1 ENGLN +CG every 10 minutes during this peak. These flashes also generated a maximum 324 

of 30 GLM groups per minute and 70 LMA sources per minute. All quality-controlled LMA 325 

sources were between 5 and 15 km altitude, and both the LMA flashes and GLM flashes were 326 
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small (mostly < 20 km in extent) during this period. 327 

The most active period of lightning within the LMA domain extended from 05:30 UTC to 328 

13:15 UTC. Peak GLM flash rates and ENGLN -CG rates exceeded 10 per minute, with an 329 

additional 2 +CGs per minute and hundreds of GLM groups and thousands of LMA sources per 330 

minute (Figure 2a). This period actually describes the passage of two distinct convective features 331 

in Figure 1. The first of these features started off as disorganized convection to the south of the 332 

LMA domain at 01:30 UTC (Figure 1a), which first started to produce lightning by 03:00 UTC 333 

(Figure 1b). It then organized into a large convective feature by 04:30 UTC (Figure 1c), and 334 

started to encroach upon the LMA domain by 06:00 UTC (Figure 1d). This feature then started 335 

to mature and eventually dissipate by the end of the period, resulting in the long-horizontal 336 

flashes that we first see at 08:00 UTC, but become prevalent within the LMA domain after 9:00 337 

UTC (Figure 1f, Figure 2c-d). 338 

The second thunderstorm feature initiated within the LMA domain starting in the 06:00 339 

UTC hour (Figure 1d). This feature grew and developed while the first feature was maturing 340 

between 07:30 UTC (Figure 1e) and 10:30 UTC (Figure 1g). By the end of the period, this 341 

second feature was the primary source of lightning within the LMA domain (Figure 1h). Due to 342 

the staggering of the two thunderstorm features in time, GLM and the LMA were sensing both 343 

the compact flashes associated with new convection and the long horizontal flashes associated 344 

with maturation from 09:00 UTC onward. This time period provides a robust variety of flash 345 

extents, altitudes, and optical energies that allow us to examine what GLM can detect relative to 346 

the LMA.  347 

 348 

3.1.2 The Colorado Thunderstorm Case 349 
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The Colorado thunderstorm is mapped in Figure 3, while the same timeseries of lightning 350 

rates and flash characteristics as Figure 2 are shown in Figure 4. Note that this storm occurred 351 

around UTC midnight and the listed hours are relative to 00:00 UTC on the first day of the storm 352 

(01 July 2019). The Colorado case started off as disorganized convection that grew between 353 

21:00 UTC on 01 July and 00:00 UTC on 02 July, and then continued to produce lightning over 354 

the region into the night. 355 

LMA data were only available between 20:00 UTC on 01 July and 03:00 UTC on 02 July 356 

(hour 27 in Figure 4a), but they showed that the flashes produced by this storm were close to the 357 

cloud base (Figure 4b) and fairly compact – only occasionally exceeding 40 km (Figure 4d). 358 

GLM flashes (Figure 4c) were typically smaller than the LMA flashes, and mostly < 20 km 359 

across. While GLM flash rates were higher in the Colorado thunderstorm (Figure 4a), there are 360 

indications of poor detection efficiency in the data. The group rates were within an order of 361 

magnitude of the LMA source rates during the Colombia case, but they are separated by a full 362 

two orders of magnitude in Figure 4a. For every GLM group, there were approximately 100 363 

LMA sources detected. Also, the GLM group-level structure (plotted with black line segments) 364 

frequently occurs outside of the cold cloud region rather than within the convective storm core in 365 

the GLM / ABI maps in Figure 3 – particularly at 19:30 UTC (Figure 3b) and 21:00 UTC (Figure 366 

3c) on 01 July, and 03:00 UTC (Figure 3g) and 04:30 UTC (Figure 3h) on 02 July. This can 367 

happen with optically-thick clouds that attenuate the optical signals to the point of preventing 368 

detection, entirely. In these cases, only the optical emissions that escape the side of the cloud and 369 

illuminate nearby lower cloud decks are detected from space. We’ve previously noted this 370 

behavior with LIS as the source of apparent cases of “warm lightning” (Peterson et al., 2017a). 371 

 372 
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3.1.3 Relative Detection Rates between GLM, the LMAs, and ENGLN 373 

We can use our GLM/RF matching scheme to quantify the fraction of the lightning in the 374 

Colombia and Colorado thunderstorms detected by each instrument. Table 1 computes the 375 

amount and percentage of GLM flashes and groups that also contain ENGLN strokes or LMA 376 

sources. There were a total of 2154 GLM flashes and 56,399 GLM groups within the LMA box 377 

during the Colombia thunderstorm case. 21.9% of the flashes contained at least one ENGLN 378 

stroke, while 90.1% were matched with LMA sources. At the group level, ENGLN strokes 379 

accounted for just 1.1% of groups, while LMA sources were linked to 40.2% of groups. Note 380 

that these percentages are low estimates for the relative trigger rates because processes like 381 

strokes and K-changes might generate multiple groups with only one being counted here. 382 

The Colorado thunderstorm case, meanwhile, produced 5278 flashes. Of these flashes, 383 

14.5% contained ENGLN strokes, while almost all flashes (99.9%) were linked to LMA sources. 384 

This may be due to a greater LMA sensitivity, but a lower GLM detection efficiency could also 385 

play a role if the flashes that are resolved by GLM are also favorable to LMA matching. Relative 386 

event rates are also higher at the group level – with 2.6% of groups matching an ENGLN stroke 387 

and 70% of groups containing LMA sources. 388 

Table 2 inverts Table 1 and lists the quantities and percentages of RF events that are 389 

successfully matched to GLM groups and flashes. The Colombia thunderstorm generated 1246 390 

ENGLN -CGs. Of these, 1013 (81.3%) were matched to GLM flashes, while 49.8% were 391 

matched to GLM groups. As for +CGs, ENGLN reports 71 total with 49 (69%) matched to GLM 392 

flashes and 13 (18.3%) matched to GLM groups. The LMA reports a total of 376,482 sources, 393 

with 96.9% matching GLM flashes and 48.1% matching GLM groups. The remaining RF events 394 

were not close enough to a GLM flash or group to constitute a match, and these might be 395 
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considered missed events.  396 

It is important to note that the percentages listed in Table 2 do not correspond to GLM 397 

Detection Efficiency (DE) values, as there are additional nuances that need to be considered with 398 

DE to make a fair comparison. Still, we can use these match rates to comment on differences in 399 

GLM detection between the two cases. The Colorado case generated 3123 -CGs and 104 +CGs 400 

that were detected by ENGLN. 35.9% of these -CGs and 51% of the +CGs were matched to 401 

GLM flashes, while 23% of the -CGs and 39.4% of the +CGs were matched to GLM groups. 402 

The LMA resolved 5,658,247 VHF sources and only 22.7% matched GLM flashes and 2.8% 403 

matched GLM groups. Generally, GLM had more difficulty detecting the optical emissions 404 

associated with RF events during the Colorado case. An exception could be +CGs, which had 405 

matching GLM groups more often in the Colorado case than in the Colombia case, but this could 406 

be an artifact of the low sample size of +CG strokes.  407 

 408 

3.2 LMA and GLM Measurements of Lightning Extent 409 

Differences in GLM performance are expected to impact the flash characteristics reported 410 

by GLM. If GLM has difficulty measuring illumination in certain cloud regions, then extent, 411 

duration, optical energy, etc. may be reduced when flashes propagate into these clouds. Figure 5 412 

compares the overall extent of the LMA sources matched to GLM flashes with the GLM flash 413 

extent measured using either group centroid (left) or event pixel (right) locations. The Colombia 414 

case is considered in Figure 5a,b while the Colorado case is examined in Figure 5c,d. To 415 

highlight the relative scale of the GLM and LMA flashes, the vertical axis shows the ratio of the 416 

GLM flash extent to the LMA flash extent, with unity corresponding to flashes of the same size. 417 

Note that these LMA-derived extents are not the same as the LMA flash extents from Figures 2d 418 
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and 4d, as multiple LMA flashes might occur within the footprint of a GLM flash. In such cases, 419 

all of these LMA flashes contribute to the cloud illumination detected by GLM, and the GLM 420 

flash extent should capture the combined extent of all matched LMA flashes. To account for this, 421 

we record the LMA flash indices of each LMA source matched to the constituent groups in the 422 

GLM flash, and then compute LMA flash extent as the maximum Great Circle distance between 423 

all LMA sources with those flash indices. This results in LMA extents that are larger than the 424 

flash extents noted previously – including some cases that appear to reach 100 km. Moreover, 425 

GLM flashes that are comprised of a single group in the left panels of Figure 5, or whose events 426 

only illuminate one pixel in the right panels will have reported extents of 0 km. These flashes are 427 

shown along the bottom of the plots. Slanted lines are also drawn to indicate constant distances 428 

representing the GLM pixel size. Finally, the solid thick line tracks the average GLM : LMA 429 

extent ratio for each LMA extent. 430 

In the past, we have used the separation of groups rather than the separation of events to 431 

document flash size with GLM-like instruments because groups are less sensitive to radiative 432 

transfer effects in the cloud than events and it is possible to resolve flash extents smaller than a 433 

GLM pixel from the radiance-weighted group centroid data. Figure 5a,b shows why this 434 

approach is more appropriate than measuring flash size using event data. Under the ideal 435 

conditions of the Colombia case, the average GLM flash extent (solid black line) is close to the 436 

LMA measured source extent (near the horizontal line at 1.0) for flashes larger than ~5 km. For 437 

smaller LMA flashes, the GLM group extent overestimates the LMA extent because sources 438 

located at pixel boundaries can effectively double the extent of the GLM flash (Zhang et al., 439 

2020). GLM can still over-estimate the flash size in larger cases, but it is far more likely that the 440 

LMA will detect lightning activity that GLM does not resolve. By contrast, the GLM event 441 
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extent (Figure 5b) overestimates the LMA extent for all but some of the largest flashes detected 442 

in the Colombia thunderstorm. Differences between GLM event separation and LMA source 443 

extent can be small for cases of propagating flashes that approach the megaflash scale (100+ km 444 

in total length), but for most convective-scale flashes, GLM group separation provides the more 445 

accurate measure of flash extent. The flash areas reported by GLM are also subject to these high 446 

biases because they are computed using event data rather than group data. This will impact 447 

gridded products including AFA and Minimum Flash Area that are, likewise, derived from event 448 

data. 449 

GLM can produce reasonable measurements of flash extent for larger flashes under ideal 450 

viewing conditions, but thunderstorms that are subject to poor GLM performance will not 451 

resolve flashes to the same extent as an LMA. Group separations in the Colorado case are almost 452 

always smaller than their matched LMA source extents, with mean GLM : LMA ratios 453 

decreasing from  0.6 for 2-km LMA extents to 0.02 for 100-km LMA extents. The coarse GLM 454 

pixel size partly explains the decline in mean GLM : LMA ratios with distance – which can be 455 

seen as a local maximum above and following the 1-pixel slanted contour line. However, the 456 

primary reason for GLM underestimating flash extent (even up to the megaflash-scale at 100 km) 457 

is that GLM simply does not detect optical emissions from most of the lightning channels in the 458 

flash that are mapped by the LMA. Even when illumination does occur at levels that GLM can 459 

detect, the GLM flash extent is most likely 0 km (i.e., along the bottom of the plot in Figure 5c). 460 

This indicates one of two possibilities: that GLM only detected one group during these LMA 461 

flashes that span tens of kilometers, or that all subsequent groups are comprised of single events 462 

that all occur in the same GLM pixel. The first scenario has event separations >0 km in Figure 463 

5d, while the latter case also has 0-km event separations. In either case, very little of the flash is 464 
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being resolved by GLM. 465 

While GLM sensitivity can severely impact which lightning channels in the flash can be 466 

mapped by GLM, we can also explore how GLM sensitivity  impacts which optical sources give 467 

rise to GLM groups. Figure 6 repeats the GLM event / LMA source extent analyses from Figure 468 

5b and d at the group level (Figure 6a,c) while additionally showing overall histograms for the 469 

maximum extent of LMA sources along the active lightning channels during the GLM group. As 470 

before, the top panels correspond to the Colombia case while the bottom panels correspond to the 471 

Colorado case. In both thunderstorms, GLM groups are most frequently comprised of 1 or 2 472 

events, corresponding to separations of 0 km (bottom row of the figure) or 1 pixel (~8 km, first 473 

slanted line). Larger groups that are comprised of 5-10 events, meanwhile, occur over a range of 474 

LMA extents and are not strongly correlated with LMA source extent. This supports the idea that 475 

optical energy is a stronger factor for determining group size than source geometry (Suszcynsky  476 

et al., 2001) due to the broadening effects of scattering by the cloud medium on the optical 477 

signals emitted by the sources. 478 

At the same time, the extent of LMA sources along the active lightning channels during 479 

GLM groups in Figure 6b and d are usually quite small. The median LMA source extent is 480 

between 2 and 3 km in both thunderstorms, while the LMA sources during 83% of the matched 481 

groups from the Colombia case and 90% of the groups from the Colorado case are smaller than 482 

one GLM pixel. Particularly-long optical sources that span multiple GLM pixels do occur in 483 

cases of long horizontal flashes, but they are rare with only ~1% of LMA extents exceeding 3 484 

GLM pixels. These long optical sources are a special case representing just one type of 485 

illumination that we see in horizontally-propagating flashes, albeit one that can last for tens of 486 

milliseconds while producing many consecutive groups (an example will be shown later in 487 
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Section 3.4). Other modes, including the frequent “flickering” at the ends of developing branches 488 

as the lightning channels extend through the cloud are far more localized, typically with only 1-2 489 

GLM events per group.  490 

 491 

3.3 The Altitudes of LMA Sources during GLM Groups 492 

Thunderstorm charge structure plays an important role in shaping what GLM detects 493 

from a given storm by determining the altitudes at which lightning activity occurs. GLM has a 494 

detection advantage for resolving lightning near the cloud-top, as the optical thickness of the 495 

layer between the source and satellite is small compared to the full cloud depth. Thus, the signals 496 

will be less attenuated by scattering and absorption within the cloud medium. This is expected to 497 

be an important factor behind the difference in GLM performance between the Colombia case 498 

and the Colorado case. 499 

To examine the effect of source altitude on GLM detection, Figure 7 computes the 500 

overall altitude distributions for all LMA sources during the Colombia and Colorado 501 

thunderstorms (Figure 7a,d), and then compares the source altitude distributions from the LMA 502 

sources matched with GLM flashes (Figure 7b,e) and GLM groups (Figure 7c,f) by subtracting 503 

the normalized matched distributions from the overall distributions from Figure 7a,d. The 504 

Colombia thunderstorm was a normal polarity thunderstorm with an upper positive layer above 505 

~10 km altitude and a lower negative layer around 5 km altitude. Most of the LMA sources 506 

resulted from development through the upper layer. The Colorado case, meanwhile, was an 507 

inverted-polarity thunderstorm with most of the LMA source occurring in the positive charge 508 

layer around 5 km altitude. 509 

Both thunderstorms show that GLM is predisposed towards detecting high-altitude 510 
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sources while missing low-altitude sources at the flash level (Figure 7b,e) and at the group level 511 

(Figure 7c,f). However, the amplitudes of these detection differences are only a few percent in 512 

either direction. While still a noticeable departure from the overall LMA source distribution,  it is 513 

far from the notion that GLM detects only high-altitude sources. In fact, GLM can preferentially 514 

detect certain types of low-altitude sources. There is a slight positive bias in the lowest altitude 515 

bins for the Colorado case in Figure 7e,f. This positive bias is only present in the 01 July case 516 

(two other inverted polarity Colorado cases were examined, but not shown), and it only occurs at 517 

certain hours during the storm (most notably in the 00 UTC hour on 02 July). It appears to be 518 

related to low-altitude flashes near the edge of the convective core that GLM can easily detect. 519 

Both the intensity of the discharge and the cloud scene surrounding the optical emitter factor in 520 

to GLM detection. Light escaping the side of an opaque cloud can lead to apparent cases of 521 

“warm lightning” (Peterson et al., 2017a) where only the surrounding clouds are illuminated 522 

brightly enough to trigger a lightning imager, while even particularly opaque clouds can still be 523 

illuminated by sufficiently-bright optical pulses (Peterson, 2020b). 524 

Figure 8 demonstrates how the source altitude profiles from Figure 7 vary with group 525 

energy and illuminated area in the Colombia case. Rather than tallying all matched LMA 526 

sources, Figure 8 shows separate two-dimensional histograms for the maximum (top tow), mean 527 

(middle row), and minimum (bottom row) LMA source altitudes associated with a given group. 528 

These 2D histograms are normalized such that the total frequency per unique group energy (left 529 

column) or area (right column) on the horizontal axis sums to 100%. The middle column shows 530 

the overall source altitude histogram for the matched LMA sources for reference. 531 

For the small and dim groups detected by GLM, the corresponding LMA sources come 532 

primarily from the upper layer at 10 km. This is a reflection of the overall source altitude 533 
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distribution seen in Figure 7a. However, as we move towards larger and more radiant groups, the 534 

lower charge layer becomes increasingly important. Eventually, a secondary maximum forms in 535 

the group energy-altitude distributions in Figure 8a,d, and g (around 100 fJ). The largest groups 536 

(~1000 km2 in Figure 8c,f, and i) are more likely to be associated with sources in the lower layer 537 

than the upper layer. Some of these large and bright groups come from strokes (Koshak, 2010), 538 

but Table 1 and Table 2 suggest that stroke coincidence is too rare to explain all of them. 539 

Furthermore, when Figure 8 is generated using only GLM groups matched with ENGLN strokes 540 

(included as Supporting Information in Figure S1), stroke detections occurred across the full 541 

range of GLM group energies and areas shown here. Strokes generally produce larger and 542 

brighter groups than in-cloud pulses, but this is not always the case. Low peak currents or thick 543 

clouds between the optical source and the satellite can cause strokes to generate GLM groups 544 

that are not exceptional.    545 

The trends in Figure 8 can be explained by three simultaneous factors: (1) small dim 546 

groups originating in the lower charge layer being attenuated to the point where GLM does not 547 

easily resolve them, (2) the additional optical depth available for scattering broadening the 548 

optical signals from the lower charge layer – leading to larger groups (as we saw in Figure 7f of 549 

Peterson, 2020a), and (3) large, energetic groups arising from lightning at the edge of the 550 

thunderstorm where the optical signals can transmit through / reflect off of thinner cloud layers 551 

to reach the satellite.  552 

These factors become more important for the Colorado case where the sources are 553 

concentrated in the lower charge layer (Figure 7d). Figure 9 repeats the GLM energy / area and 554 

LMA source altitude analyses from Figure 8 for the Colorado case. In this case, GLM groups at 555 

all energies primarily originate from optical emissions near the cloud base. There is no secondary 556 
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maximum in the vertical profiles as we saw with the Colombia case in Figure 8. Instead, group 557 

frequency tapers off with increasing altitude (despite a similar detection advantage from these 558 

higher sources in Figure 7f). Few groups originating from the 8 km (flashes) to 9 km (groups) 559 

changeover point in Figure 7e,f and higher GLM thresholds over Colorado make it difficult for 560 

GLM to detect flashes  in this storm, let alone resolve their detailed development over time. 561 

 562 

3.4 Variations in Cloud Illumination with Flash Propagation 563 

How thunderclouds are illuminated by lightning depends on the optical characteristics of 564 

the cloud scene and the position and geometry of the source. We’ve shown that optical sources 565 

are typically much smaller than GLM pixels (Figure 6 indicates 2-3 km extents). However, 566 

flashes frequently develop beyond these scales and may even extend between clouds regions 567 

with different optical characteristics –notable examples being flashes that develop horizontally 568 

between convective and stratiform clouds and flashes that develop vertically between two charge 569 

layers. We might expect a flash to infrequently generate larger groups while it develops through 570 

the lower layer and then transition to frequent small / dim groups after it reaches the upper layer. 571 

Moreover, if optical pulses truly are localized processes in most cases, then flashes that remain in 572 

one of the two charger layers should illuminate the same clouds in the same way with each 573 

optical pulse. This should lead to cases of “repeater flashes” where the group illuminated area is 574 

a strong function of only group brightness.  575 

 To search for these repeater flashes, we examine the groups that comprise each flash 576 

during the Colombia thunderstorm and compare the maximum event energy per group with the 577 

group footprint area. For flashes that consist of at least 10 groups, we then fit to a polynomial 578 

model to these group metrics and compute its reduced chi2 statistic. Repeater flashes that 579 
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illuminate the cloud in the same way should have a strong correlation between the brightest pixel 580 

within the group footprint and the group illuminated area, as pulses of equal energy at different 581 

points in the flash evolution would still generate the same group footprint. 582 

 Three flash cases are plotted in Figures 10-12 and animated in S2-S4. These figures 583 

resemble XLMA-style plots with a central plan view (d) of GLM group energy (the largest group 584 

in Figures 10-12, each group in the animations) with LMA source locations overlaid. Above and 585 

to the right of the plan view panel are longitude-altitude (c) and latitude-altitude (e) plots of the 586 

LMA sources. Further outward are longitude (a) and latitude (f) cross sections of GLM group 587 

energy, where each event on the map is depicted with a square symbol, and the total energy 588 

along the cross section is shown as a bar graph. The bottom panels, then show timeseries of 589 

LMA source altitude (g) and GLM group energy (i), as well as an overall LMA source altitude 590 

distribution for the whole thunderstorm in the 15-minute interval encompassing the flash (h). 591 

Finally, the top-right panel (b) shows a scatterplot of GLM group area and group maximum 592 

event energy with the polynomial fit (dashed line) overlaid. The group data in (i) and (b) is 593 

colored by time with darker groups occurring earlier in the GLM flash and lighter groups 594 

occurring near the end. The group shown in (d) is indicated with a red symbol in (b). 595 

 Figure 10 shows an example of a repeater-type GLM flash. The polynomial fit in (b) 596 

captures the group data with a reduced-chi2 of 0.16. The flash is comprised of entirely low-597 

altitude LMA sources (< 10 km), and the radiance pattern of the largest group mapped in (d) 598 

shows a high level of complexity with a dark center surrounded by a ring of illumination – 599 

indicating a dense cloud region above the group center. Local variations in the spatial radiance 600 

distribution are not detrimental to generating these repeater flashes. The important factor is to 601 

similarly illuminate the surrounding cloud.  602 
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Cases of horizontally extensive sources can also be repeater flashes or contain long-603 

lasting repeater series within the larger flash. Figure 11 shows an example of a repeater flash in 604 

the top percentile of group-level LMA source extent from Figure 6b. GLM only detected two 605 

dim (1-3 fJ) groups in the first 600 ms of flash development, followed by two long-lasting series 606 

– each encompassing an ENGLN -CG stroke - where substantial portions of the lightning 607 

channels mapped by the LMA were simultaneously illuminated over a ~50 ms period. This case 608 

is clearly not from a localized optical source, as the GLM group footprint and its brightest events 609 

follow the curved path of the LMA sources from the convective core of the storm in the 610 

northeast of the plot to the -CGs in the northwest. Yet, despite the long extent of the source, 611 

group area remains a strong function of maximum group energy between each group in the flash. 612 

We can still have the optical source similarly illuminate the clouds if the geometry of the source 613 

remains constant over time (the animation in S3 shows that this is at least true for the first series) 614 

and if the cloud mass surrounding the flash is sufficiently homogeneous (which is expected for 615 

stratiform clouds). 616 

While these repeater flashes only represent a small subset of all GLM lightning, 617 

generalizing this type of analysis to consider how the area / max. energy distributions change 618 

over the flash duration can reveal when flashes develop between clouds regions with different 619 

optical characteristics. Figure 12 shows an example flash like the hypothetical case described at 620 

the beginning of the section that began in the lower (5 km) charge layer before later developing 621 

into the upper (~10 km) charger layer. As predicted, the early groups in the flash described 622 

infrequent yet brighter (20-50 fJ max energy per series) illumination of the surrounding clouds 623 

with two of the three early series coming from ENGLN -CG strokes. Later activity in the flash 624 

(after it developed into the upper layer) produced frequent GLM activity from dim pulses on the 625 
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order of a few femtojoules. Examining the group area / max. energy distribution in Figure 12b 626 

shows that the early groups (dark grey) from the lower layer had relatively low peak optical 627 

energies given their reported areas, while later groups (light grey) were particularly energetic for 628 

their sizes. This difference in how the clouds are illuminated from sources in each layer causes 629 

the distribution in Figure 12b to resemble the two distinct curves that are joined at the top right 630 

from the bright (~100 fJ) groups generated while the flash developed vertically between the 631 

layers. The separation of these two curves suggests that the illumination from different charge 632 

layers is sufficiently distinct to enable classification or even to retrieve the altitudes of optical 633 

sources below the cloud top. We will address this possibility later in Part 3 of this study. 634 

 635 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 636 

This study combines GLM data with LMA and ENGLN observations to examine how the 637 

inferred geometry of the active lightning channel at the time of GLM groups affects how the 638 

clouds are illuminated. Two thunderstorms are considered: a thunderstorm in Colombia near the 639 

satellite subpoint with favorable conditions for GLM detection, and an inverted-polarity 640 

thunderstorm in Colorado with unfavorable conditions for GLM detection. 641 

These cases demonstrate the limits of GLM’s ability to measure flash horizontal extent. 642 

Under ideal conditions for GLM detection (as in the Colombia case), the GLM maximum 643 

distance between group centroids generally provides a reasonable measurement of flash size 644 

compared to the LMA flash extent as long as the LMA flash is larger than around one-half of a 645 

GLM pixel. By contrast, measuring flash extent as the maximum distance between GLM events 646 

(or approximating flash size as the footprint area of the illuminated cloud) generally 647 

overestimates the sizes of LMA flashes due to light being scattered across the cloud scene. Under 648 
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unfavorable conditions for GLM detection (as in the Colorado case), however, both group-based 649 

and event-based measurements of flash size underestimate the LMA flash extent because 650 

portions of the lightning channel are not resolved by GLM. GLM extents in the Colorado case 651 

were frequently reported as 0 km – indicating that only single groups (Figure 5c) or events 652 

(Figure 5d) were detected by GLM from the LMA flashes.  653 

The LMA sources matched to GLM groups are used to approximate the portions of the 654 

lightning channel that are active during individual optical pulses. The LMA source extent at the 655 

group level is usually smaller than the cloud regions illuminated during GLM groups in both the 656 

Colombia and Colorado thunderstorms. The median extents of LMA sources matched to a GLM 657 

group are 2 km (Colorado) to 3 km (Colombia), which only span a portion of a GLM pixel 658 

(nominally 8 km) in either case. Larger optical sources that are one or more GLM pixels across 659 

account for the top 10% (Colorado) and 17% (Colombia) of LMA source extents in these two 660 

thunderstorms, while the top 1% of LMA source extents span 3-or-more GLM pixels. The most 661 

extensive sources come from the large-scale horizontal rearrangement of charge during long-662 

horizontal lightning flashes where the GLM group footprints trace out the paths of the 663 

illuminated lightning channels through the cloud (Figure 11 shows an example of this type of 664 

illumination associated with a -CG stroke). Therefore, the approximation of optical emitters as 665 

localized sources (which might be approximated as point sources on the scale of GLM pixels) is 666 

generally reasonable (especially for convective flashes), but this assumption does not always 667 

hold for flashes outside of the convective core that propagate horizontally over considerable 668 

distances.  669 

Both thunderstorm cases show a bias in GLM detection towards high-altitude sources. 670 

Compared to the overall LMA source altitude distribution, the GLM-matched LMA source 671 
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distribution was notably amplified at high altitudes and suppressed at low altitudes (except in 672 

cases where light escapes the sides of the cloud). The changeover altitude between amplification 673 

and suppression depends on the storm in question, and was between 7 and 10 km over th 674 

durations of the two storms examined. However, this GLM detection advantage for high-altitude 675 

sources does not mean that GLM detects only  high-altitude sources. Low-altitude pulses 676 

generate GLM groups as well, and these detections largely depend on the source intensity. Even 677 

in the Colombia case where most of the lightning activity occurred in the upper 10-km layer, the 678 

largest and most radiant GLM groups were at least equally likely to originate from the lower 679 

layer at 5 km. While increased scattering and absorption in the cloud medium can attenuate 680 

weaker signals from the lower layer to the point where they are not detected by GLM, the most 681 

intense pulses – including but not limited to strokes – are still detected by GLM. 682 

These results support the concept that the brightness of the optical source and the nature 683 

of the cloud medium between the source and satellite have a greater impact on how the resulting 684 

groups appear from orbit than the geometry of the optical source in most cases. This is why low-685 

altitude groups often have considerable spatial variations in their spatial energy distributions 686 

from the optical emissions interacting with thick cloud depths. It also explains how we can find 687 

“repeater” flashes where group illuminated area is a strong function of group maximum event 688 

energy – even as the flash develops horizontally through the cloud over time. The spatial 689 

structure of GLM groups has been infrequently studied, but it is key to understanding how clouds 690 

are illuminated by lightning. Understanding this aspect of GLM measurements will potentially 691 

lead to new GLM applications for describing lightning and its surrounding cloud medium.  692 

 693 

 694 
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Table 1. Frequencies of GLM groups and flashes matching with ENGLN strokes and LMA 907 
sources during the Colombia and Colorado thunderstorm cases. 908 
 909 
 All GLM 

Features 
GLM Features Matched with 

ENGLN Strokes 
GLM Features Matched with 

LMA Sources 
 Total Total Percent Total Percent 

Colombia Case 
GLM Flashes 2154 471 21.9 1942 90.1 
GLM Groups 56399 631 1.1 22681 40.2 

Colorado Case 
GLM Flashes 5278 767 14.5 5275 99.9 
GLM Groups 28335 744 2.6 19831 70.0 
  910 
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Table 2. Frequencies of ENGLN CGs and LMA sources matching with GLM flashes and groups 911 
during the Colombia and Colorado thunderstorm cases. 912 
 913 
 All RF 

Events 
RF Events Matched with 

GLM Flashes 
RF Events Matched with 

GLM Groups 
 Total Total Percent Total Percent 

Colombia Case 
ENGLN -CGs 1246 1013 81.3 621 49.8 
ENGLN +CGs 71 49 69.0 13 18.3 
LMA Sources 376482 364851 96.9 181049 48.1 

Colorado Case 
ENGLN -CGs 3123 1123 35.9 720 23.0 
ENGLN +CGs 104 53 51.0 41 39.4 
LMA Sources 5658247 1287623 22.7 161204 2.8 
 914 
  915 
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 916 
 917 
Figure 1. GLM lightning activity (black line segments showing group extent) and ABI Channel 918 
14 (11.2 µm) infrared brightness temperatures (color contours) over the history of the Colombia 919 
thunderstorm on 01 November 2019 (a-h) and the time of latest lightning over the mapped region 920 
(i). The black boxed region shows the domain where LMA data are available. 921 
  922 
  923 
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 924 
 925 
Figure 2. Timeseries of (a) GLM, ENGLN, and LMA lightning rates, (b) LMA source altitude 926 
distributions, (c) GLM flash extent distributions, and (d) LMA flash extent distributions for the 927 
Colombia thunderstorm case. 928 
  929 
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 930 
 931 
Figure 3. As in Figure 1, but showing the history of the Colorado case on 01 July 2019 – 02 July 932 
2019. 933 
  934 
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 935 
 936 
Figure 4. Timeseries of lightning frequency and flash characteristics for the Colorado case 937 
following the format of Figure 2. 938 
  939 
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 940 
 941 
Figure 5. Two-dimensional histograms of the overall extent of LMA flashes matched with GLM 942 
flashes and the ratio of LMA : GLM flash extent measured using group centroid locations (a,c) 943 
and event locations (b,d). The Colombia case is shown in (a,b) while the Colorado case is shown 944 
in (c,d). GLM flashes with extents of 0 km are shown along the bottom of the histograms, while 945 
the average ratio for each flash size is depicted with a solid line overlay. Slanted lines indicate 946 
constant distances corresponding to the sizes of 1-10 GLM pixels. 947 
  948 
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 949 
 950 
Figure 6. Histograms of GLM group extent and the extent of coincident LMA sources. Two-951 
dimensional histograms in the style of Figure 5b and d are shown in (a) and (c) for groups rather 952 
than flashes. Histograms and Cumulative Density Functions (CDFs) of matched LMA source 953 
extent are shown in (b) and (d). As in Figure 5, the Colombia case is shown in (a,b) while the 954 
Colorado case is shown in (c,d). 955 
  956 
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 957 
 958 
Figure 7. LMA source altitude distributions (a,d) and departures from the overall altitude 959 
distribution for LMA sources matched to GLM flashes (b,e) and groups (c,f).  960 
  961 
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 962 
 963 
Figure 8. LMA maximum (a-c), mean (d-f), and minimum (g-i) source altitude distributions for 964 
matched GLM groups from the Colombia case at various energies (a,d,g) and areas (c,f,i). 965 
Vertical frequencies in the contour plots sum to 100% for each energy or area value shown. The 966 
central panels (b,e,h) show the overall matched LMA source altitude distributions for all GLM 967 
groups. 968 
  969 
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 970 
 971 
Figure 9. As with Figure 8, but for the Colorado case. 972 
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 974 
Figure 10. Combined GLM and LMA flash evolution plot for a case during the Colombia 975 
thunderstorm where subsequent groups illuminated the cloud in a consistent manner. The central 976 
panel (d) maps the spatial GLM event energy distribution during the largest group in the flash 977 
(greyscale pixels) and LMA flash structure (small green boxes). The panels above (d) show 978 
longitude-altitude LMA source distributions (c) and GLM event energy distributions (a) that 979 
include individual events (plus symbols) and total energy (bars). (e) and (f) do the same for 980 
latitude. The panels below (d) show timeseries of LMA source altitude (g) and GLM group 981 
energy (i) as well as the overall LMA source altitude distribution during the 15-minute period 982 
containing the flash (h). Finally, a scatterplot of GLM group area and maximum event energy is 983 
shown in (b) with a polynomial fit overlaid as a dashed line. GLM groups are colored according 984 
to time from dark to light. The current group is marked in (b) with a red box. ENGLN strokes, if 985 
present, are indicated with blue (red) asterisk symbols for -CGs (+CGs). 986 
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 987 
Figure 11. As with figure 10, but for a long horizontal lightning flash. 988 
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990 
Figure 12. As with Figure 10, but for a flash whose groups illuminated the cloud in different 991 
ways before and after development into the upper charge layer.  992 
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